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DESCRIPTION OF ESSAY WIZARD
THE OBJECTIVE OF ESSAY WIZARD
The purpose of creating and using Essay Wizard is to provide students in MGT 2106, Legal
Environment of Business, with more opportunities for analytical writing. Essay Wizard is
software that allows students to engage in guided self-editing of their work. By using the software
to provide students with guided and pre-written feedback on the content and structure of their
essays, an instructor gains significant efficiency and can therefore employ more writing
assignments and provide more feedback in a course. This is particularly true for large courses.
WHY ADD WRITING TO A COURSE THAT DOES NOT REQUIRE IT?
Employers regularly rank communication skills as the most important skill that they seek in
graduates. In the Graduate Management Admissions Council’s 2014 survey of 600 corporate
recruiters from 44 countries, employers ranked written communication skills as the third most
important skill they demand from applicants. These recruiters ranked written and oral
communication skills as significantly more important that quantitative and qualitative skills.
Unfortunately, our students do not always receive frequent opportunities to practice and refine
their writing skills outside of required English and Technical Communications courses.
We should not incorporate student writing into our courses merely to improve employment
placement quality and rates. We should do it because student writing facilitates learning.
Rigorous writing opportunities have a positive effect on student learning, no matter the discipline
or content.1 The existence of such a correlation should not be surprising because “high quality”
writing assignments require students to engage in the higher ordered thinking tasks of
interpreting, analyzing, synthesizing and evaluating material.2 Students who engage in these types
of writing tasks evidence higher standardized test scores and improved writing proficiency.3
WHY, WITH SIGNIFICANT HELP, DID I CREATE ESSAY WIZARD?
I created Essay Wizard as a more efficient way for my MGT 2106 students to improve their
analytical and writing skills. The software allows me to create writing exercises that are scalable
for large numbers of students. More specifically, I wanted to provide students with assignments
that would challenge their critical thinking, logic, reasoning, and writing skills. Traditional
approaches to writing tasks (submission, individual grading and feedback, student revision and
resubmission, and regrading and feedback) seemed too resource- and time-intensive for a course
with 60 students. I found this particularly true because I sensed that student mastery of analytical
writing would require frequent practice. I have taught MGT 2106 for several years at Georgia
Tech and another institution. Writing is not an express requirement for the course at either
institution. At both institutions, however, I had included an essay question on every exam but
received generally low-quality written answers. Because I had assigned exam essay questions
without assigning any practice essays prior to the exam, I became concerned that the content and
skills that I was teaching were not aligned with the assessment mechanisms I used. I also noticed
Matsumura, L.C., Garnier, H., Pascal, J., & Valdés, R. (2002). Measuring instructional quality in accountability systems: Classroom assignments and
student achievement. Educational Assessment, 8(3), 207-229. Newmann, F.M., Bryk, A.S., & Nagaoka, J. (2001). Authentic intellectual work and
standardized tests: Conflict or coexistence. Chicago: Consortium on Chicago School Research.
2 Id.
3 Crosson, A., Matsumura, L.C., Correnti, R., & Arlotta-Guerrero, A. (2012). Writing tasks and students’ use of academic language. Elementary School
Journal, 112(3), 469-496. Matsumura, L.C., Patthey-Chavez, G.G., Valdés, R., Garnier, H. (2002). Teacher feedback, writing assignment quality, and
third-grade students' revision in lower- and higher-achieving urban schools. Elementary School Journal, 103(1). 3-25.
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that the low-quality essays had many similar deficiencies. The general low quality of student
writing that I was receiving was consistent with the College’s findings that undergraduate student
writing was below expectations for a number of our students. The College became aware of
undergraduate student writing deficiencies when it collected assessment data in 2013 for AACSB
accreditation purposes.
In 2012, I applied to the CETL Teaching Fellows program hoping to find support for building
software to facilitate writing. The people of CETL and the Office of Assessment were invaluable in
helping Essay Wizard become a reality. Without Donna Llewelyn and Shawn Carnley, in particular,
none of this would have been possible. I am also indebted to Brad Campbell, my MBA TA, who has
had read every submitted Essay Wizard assignment for sufficiency and completeness during the
last two academic years. He has given students a “homework” grade for using Essay Wizard based
on whether they have submitted a complete answer and smoothly incorporated all of the feedback
provided in the scaffolding questions and follow-up prompts.
THE STUDENT LEARNING OUTCOMES OF MGT 2106 APPLYING TO ESSAY WIZARD
I have adopted ten learning objectives for MGT 2106. Of those ten, the course learning objectives
applicable to Essay Wizard include the following three:
At the end of the course, students should be able to:
Predict likely consequences to legal issues deduced from a set of facts describing a business situation
Generate possible solutions and strategies to legal issues
Communicate orally and in writing, in a professional manner and using logic and reasoning, the
diagnosis of legal issues, relevant legal theories, and likely consequences

How to Use Essay Wizard – Student and Instructor Perspectives
The following is an explanation of how Essay Wizard works from both a student’s perspective and
an instructor’s perspective. Shawn Carnley installed Essay Wizard at essaywizard.gatech.edu. The
website is accessible to anyone with a Georgia Tech log in and password. I would be delighted if
committee members accessed the website and tried one of the assignments. Because Essay
Wizard does not grade or evaluate answer content itself, it is not necessary for committee
members to draft an actual answer to the essay question. Typing anything within the answer field
and clicking “submit” will be sufficient to see the scaffolding questions and feedback prompts.
As stated above, Essay Wizard facilitates guided self-editing for student essays. As the first step of
Essay Wizard, I create a hypothetical business law scenario. Most of the scenarios that I create are
variations of litigated business law disputes. I simplify and vary the facts to adapt them for
instructional use. Once, I have created a hypothetical question, I create a rubric that I would
normally use to grade a response. I transform the rubric into questions that the students will
answer about their essay response. I write and order the questions to create a framework that
walks the students through the content and structure of a model answer. I include scaffolding
questions about the substantive content as well as analytical structure of the response. I also
typically include some reminders about spelling, grammar and punctuation. The final step is to
write a follow-up prompt for each question. The follow-up prompts essentially give the student
the correct content or other guidance. The follow-up prompts literally deliver content. Each
follow-up prompt asks the student to take the information gleaned from the prompt and to revise
their essay based on the prompt. This is the critical step. It is the act of closing the loop through

editing that is the most valuable aspects of guided self-editing. Essay Wizard concludes an
assignment with a section where I can offer final takeaways or a model answer.
It is important to understand that Essay Wizard does not evaluate or grade content. Human
verification of assignment completion and sufficiency is still critical. The value of this intervention
to the instructor is that, once an essay question, scaffolding questions, and follow up prompts are
created, the assignment may used by countless students without additional work by the
instructor. Essay Wizard requires front end work for the instructor but finds efficiencies by
avoiding individualized feedback. The value of this intervention to the student lies in the student
engaging in writing practice and editing practice with the help of guidance. It is through guided
self-reflection that students should begin to internalize the rubric. The students’ Essay Wizard
submissions are captured and accessible inside of the Essay Wizard dashboard as well as in a
database accessible through Georgia Tech webhosting.
The following is a step-by step pictorial guide for using Essay Wizard from an instructor’s
perspective and then a student’s perspective.

INSTRUCTOR’S PERSPECTIVE
STEP 1: BUILD ASSIGNMENT
• Dashboard guides you through creation
of scaffolding questions. From the CRES
Assignments menu, the instructor may
choose to view existing assignments or
create a new assignment.
• Browse the multidisciplinary question
bank or create new questions.
• To create a new question, first, the
instructor enters the assignment title
and description. Next, the instructor
adds the scaffolding questions and
corresponding follow-up prompts (to be
displayed if the wrong answer to a
question is selected). The instructor also
indicates the correct answers to the
scaffolding questions. Once all of the
scaffolding questions have been entered,
the final follow-up can be used to
summarize the assignment takeaways
and/or to display a model response.
• Questions can be tailored to emphasize
both discipline specific content and
universal writing and rhetoric skills.

STEP 2: DISSEMINATE TO STUDENTS
• Scalable design means an assignment can
be completed by innumerable students with
no addition to instructor workload.
• Students log in using their GT user names
and passwords.

STEP 3: DOWNLOAD RESPONSES
• View students’ progress through
various steps of a single assignment.
• Track students’ progress over the
course of the semester.
• Because students have self-edited
according to the customized rubric,
further grading is optional.

STUDENT’S PERSPECTIVE
STEP 1: LOG IN
• Universal access can be passwordprotected or left unsecured. Essay
Wizard is integrated with the
school’s Sakai-based coursemanagement system. Students can
log in using their school usernames
and passwords.

STEP 2: ESSAY SUBMISSION
• Once logged in, the student selects the
applicable assignment and answers the
essay question.
• The scaffolding questions lead the
student through the self-editing process.
The student’s response is displayed below
for quick reference and editing.
• If the student selects the incorrect
response to the scaffolding question, the
follow-up prompt is displayed, serving to
guide the student through correcting
his/her written response.
• The summary of scaffolding questions
and responses allows students to
reference the preceding questions and
provides assurance that each aspect of
the assignment has been completed
according to the instructor’s rubric.
• After all of the scaffolding questions
have been correctly answered, a final
follow-up is displayed to summarize the
requirements of the assignment and/or
present a model response.

STEP 3: CONFIRMATION EMAIL
• The student receives an email
confirmation of the assignment
submission complete with a copy of
the submitted response.

EVALUATION OF ESSAY WIZARD
I have used Essay Wizard during 5 semesters in a total of 10 courses with 499 students. Below is a
chart indicating the semesters, courses, and enrollment for which I have used Essay Wizard.
Semester/Year
Fall 2015
Fall 2015
Spring 2015
Fall 2014
Fall 2014
Spring 2014
Spring 2014
Spring 2014
Spring 2013
Spring 2013

Course No.
MGT 2106
MGT 2106
MGT 2106
MGT 2106
MGT 2106
MGT 2106
MGT 2106
MGT 2106
MGT 2106
MGT 2106

Course Title
Legal Aspects of Business
Legal Aspects of Business
Legal Aspects of Business
Legal Aspects of Business
Legal Aspects of Business
Legal Aspects of Business
Legal Aspects of Business
Legal Aspects of Business
Legal Aspects of Business
Legal Aspects of Business

Enrollment
57
56
58
54
49
55
47
52
43
28

I measured Essay Wizard’s effectiveness for MGT 2106 students in three ways. First, the Office of
Assessment conducted an anonymous survey of students in two sections of MGT 2106 at the end
of spring 2013, which was the first semester I used the software. Of the 81 students in my courses
who used Essay Wizard, 36 responded to the survey. Those who did respond where positive about
the effects of the software on their writing abilities. Respondents overwhelmingly agreed or
strongly agreed that, as a result of using Essay Wizard, they were confident in their ability to
“clearly convey their thoughts in writing” (88.9%) and “effectively convey an argument in writing”
(83.3%). Respondents also agreed or strongly agreed that the use of Essay Wizard strengthened
their writing by improving their organization (94.3%), attention to detail (91.7%), analysis
(86.1%), editing (86.1%), logic (86.1%), clarity (77.1%), conciseness (77.1%), flow (75.0%), and
technical writing (75.0%). Admittedly, the sample size is small given the total number of students
who have experience with the software, but these survey responses suggest that Essay Wizard is
promising as a helpful intervention.
Most interestingly, the survey data shows that, as an intervention, Essay Wizard appears to help
those who need it most. Students earning a “B” or “C” (90.5%) as a final grade in the course were
significantly more likely than students earning an “A” (53.3%) to say that Essay Wizard improved
their technical writing. Nonbusiness students (93.3%) were much more likely than business
students (61.9%) to say that Essay Wizard improved the flow of their writing. Freshman and
sophomores (96.2%) were significantly more likely than juniors and seniors (60.0%) to agree that
Essay Wizard improved their editing. The survey also provided some constructive criticism of the
software. Most frequently mentioned were desires for a smoother interface and automatic saving.

I also compiled all of the CIOS comments related to “writing,” “essays,” and “Essay Wizard” for
spring 2013, spring 2014, fall 2014, spring 2015, and fall 2015. During these 5 semesters, I
received 98 separate comments related to these words. The large number of specific comments
revealed some commonalities. Students appear to appreciate the high volume, low value (gradevalue) that the Essay Wizard practice provided. There were 19 separate CIOS comments asking
for more than the 6 or 7 required Essay Wizard assignments. These CIOS comments are
consistent with the requests for more assignments that I personally received from students with
weaker writing skills. Some of the CIOS comments were critical of Essay Wizard. Much criticism
centered around wanting more feedback than Essay Wizard provided. This is perhaps a signal as
to the desirability of receiving feedback on one’s writing. There was also criticism related to the
online format and differences in grading standards applied to Essay Wizard assignments and exam
essays. The TA graded Essay Wizard submissions solely for whether there was complete
integration of all of the feedback from the scaffolding questions and prompts. The scale was
100/75/50/0. In that sense, Essay Wizard assignment grades could be viewed as a proxy for
successful use of the intervention. Higher grades on Essay Wizard assignments would indicate
more thorough usage of the intervention. Exam essays were graded according to a more specific
rubric aligning with the course learning objectives. Please note that the scaffolding questions and
follow-up prompts in Essay Wizard mirrored the exam essay rubrics. Some representative CIOS
feedback is included below.
Semester

CIOS Comment

Fall 2015

The Essay Wizards helped me learn complicated concepts thoroughly, but I appreciate that they were weighted in a way to not
be stressful.
I think the best aspect of this course was the essay wizards. Every time I was assigned an essay wizard, it would force me to
review the material and write an essay about it. They are very helpful for reviewing!
Essay wizards were great--I didn't enjoy them but they rly forced us to learn and prepared us for tests. Loved how there wasn't
routine homework--allowed us to study effectively on our own.
more review/feedback on essay wizards would be helpful so we would know if we need improving before writing the essays on
the test.
I think that the essay wizards were a really good way for me to check my understanding over the topics.

Fall 2015
Fall 2015
Fall 2015
Spring 2015
Fall 2014

Fall 2014

more frequent essay wizards since the essays are a significant portion of the tests and the essay wizards are the best way to
practice.
The essay wizards were very helpful in understanding and applying the knowledge in real applications. This is definitely a great
method of learning the material.
Essaywizard was great because it gave instant feedback on the essay and helped you figure out what was expected on the exam.

Spring 2014

Great course. Loved the essay wizards. Wish we had a few more, or other forms of homework, after the second exam.

Spring 2014

Essay Wizard is a good tool. I liked it because it made me research the topics more, preparing me for the exams.

Spring 2014

Essay wizards were a huge help in this course. Although the technology could be a pain in the butt, they helped me identify all
the different aspects of a problem, instead of looking only on the surface.
Essay Wizard is a helpful instrument in this class. I think it would be useful in other classes. The fact that it guides you toward
the best answer, is very helpful.
I thought EW was pretty good. I mean it walked you through the question, which made it pretty easy and good to study for the
exams.
I really liked the instant feedback given by EssayWizard. It really improved my essay writing skills.

Fall 2014

Spring 2014
Spring 2014
Spring 2014
Spring 2014

I think essay wizards actually really helped me the most. It made me actually think out the whole process of writing a quality
essay. I think we should have done more towards the end of the year in essay wizard.

Spring 2014

The in-class activities and Essay Wizard really nailed down my understanding of the material. Doing the essay wizard
assignments forced me to actually read the book and think about the concepts.
The essay wizards were very helpful because they served as a guide for the content and structure expected on the exams. They
were also a valuable study tool by helping me connect the concepts and make sure I had those connections correct.
I loved the essay wizard homeworks because they gave you an outlet to actually take the knowledge you learned and express it
through your case reflection.
It would be very beneficial to get feedback on our essaywizards. The program itself was VERY helpful but to know what we did
wrong and right.

Spring 2014
Spring 2014
Spring 2014

Finally, I used grades from courses in fall 2015, spring 2015, and fall 2014 in an attempt to assess
effectiveness. I have IRB approval to assess Essay Wizard and have consent forms on file. There
appears to be a correlation between successful use of Essay Wizard (average of Essay Wizard

assignment grades) and final course grades. Homework was a relatively small percentage of
students’ final grades, with the vast majority of their final grades coming from three exams and
class participation. It is entirely possible that this data only validates the idea that those who do
their homework are more likely to do well in the course, but the survey and CIOS comments
suggest that Essay Wizard may be more helpful than just mere homework.
I also looked at the relationship between successful use of Essay Wizard and performance on
exams and exam essays. In some semesters, there appears to be a correlation between successful
use of Essay Wizard and exam essay grades as well as exam grades. These statistical results are
not entirely consistent amongst the five separate sections, however. Four of the sections showed
greater significance in the three measurements. One section in Fall 2014 only validated a
relationship between Essay Wizard and final course grade.
Semester

Relationship Between Essay
Wizard Average Grades (X) and
Exam Essays Average (20 pt
scale) (Y)

N

Multiple
R

X
Variable
Coeff

X
Variable
t stat

Relationship Between Essay
Wizard Average Grades (X) and
Final Course Grade (100 pt scale)
(Y)
X
X
Multiple
Variable
Variable
R
Coeff
t stat

Relationship Between Essay
Wizard Average Grades (X) and
Exam Average (100 pt scale) (Y)
Multiple
R

X
Variable
Coeff

X
Variable
t stat

Fall 2015, D

51

0.47

0.10

3.77

0.64

0.39

5.87

0.53

0.09

4.47

Fall 2015, B

54

0.36

0.08

2.79

0.63

0.36

5.98

0.35

0.21

2.75

Spring 2015

53

0.55

0.12

4.76

0.78

0.36

8.95

0.58

0.31

5.16

Fall 2014, B

54

0.40

0.13

3.20

0.68

0.46

6.76

0.51

0.45

4.28

Fall 2014, D
Fall 2014 to
Fall 2015

48

0.28

0.04

1.98

0.60

0.20

5.21

0.12

0.04

0.85

260

0.36

0.08

6.30

0.63

0.31

13.1

0.33

0.19

5.79

The effectiveness measures that I collected reinforce my commitment to continuing to assign “high
quality” writing assignments to my students and to rely on Essay Wizard as a vehicle for providing
feedback. The effectiveness measures mirror the higher quality exam essays that I have received
since adopting Essay Wizard. That said, these effectiveness measures suggest a variety of ways
that I could improve the software, its integration in the class, and the student experience in
general.

POTENTIAL FOR OTHERS TO ADOPT OR ADAPT ESSAY WIZARD
The architecture of Essay Wizard is free and available to anyone through internet download.
Shawn Carnley of the Office of Assessment coded Essay Wizard as an open-source WordPress
plugin, and he listed it in the public WordPress plugin directory. He has pushed out updates
through the directory. Essay Wizard can be installed on any webpage. It can be open access or
login and password protected, as it is here at Georgia Tech. It can also link to course management
software. To support myself and others’ use of the software, I created banks of rubric questions
and follow-up prompts for legal content, ethics content, and general writing competencies.
While I have used Essay Wizard to add essay assignments to my course, it could be used for other
purposes. Because it is architecture for scaffolding questions and feedback and devoid of
discipline-specific content, it could be used as a self-reflective guide for other activities such as
group projects or oral presentations. I hope that we will include additional functionality to Essay
Wizard in the future; I think that a peer-review function would be particularly helpful.

